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Power for Parade Floats 

This paper discusses the finer points of providing power to 

mobile parade floats using petrol and diesel powered 

generators. First, we discuss the theory, history and problems 

associated with using small generators with dynamic loads. 

Then we move on to practical things you can do to hopefully 

match generators with loads. 

 

If you’re just looking for a quick guide on how to choose a 

generator for your float and run your gear, then just skip to the 

“calculating load sizes” summary at the end. Otherwise if you 

want to know all about it, then read on! 
 

The Sydney Gay and Lesbian Mardi Gras (SGLMG)  is 

relatively unique in the world as a float parade because most of 

the parade takes place at night. This greatly increases the power 

demand on floats to include lighting, high power audio, confetti 

cannons and other loads not normally used on parade floats. 

Virtually all of these loads are very dynamic, i.e. they change 

rapidly in time with music and whatever is happening on the 

float. 

 

In many cases these changes happen faster than generators are 

otherwise designed to handle. This can lead to over voltage or 

under voltage (which can damage equipment) and also damage 

the generator which in extreme cases leads to generators 

overheating or shutting down. 

 

Types of Generator 

 

There are three types of generator normally used to provide 

power on parade floats: 

 

 

Builders’ Generator 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These are the classic, air cooled, single cylinder four stroke, 

two pole, 3000rpm “growler” units which have existed on the 

market for decades and are normally available for hire at places 

like Kennards and Active Hire. Because of their low hire cost 

and ready availability, these have been the traditional method 

of providing power on parade floats.  
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They typically retail in sizes ranging from around 2kVa up to 

10kVa, however these power ratings mean very little when it 

comes to their ability to drive dynamic loads. We’ll find out 

why later! 

 

Package Units 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Package Units are larger, often diesel powered, fluid cooled, 

multi cylinder and fully enclosed generators in the range of 

around 10kVa up to 40kVa. They are generally quieter than 

builders’ generators, have a larger fuel tank and obviously can 

provide more power however they take up valuable space on 

the float, use lots of fuel, generate very large amounts of heat 

and generally need a crane to lift them, 

 

Inverter Generator 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Inverter Generators are a relatively recent addition to hirers’ 

retail floors, designed to cater for campers and standby power 

during blackouts. Like their noisy builders’ cousins, these are 

also based around single cylinder petrol powered machines. 

They are often enclosed with mufflers designed especially to 

make them quieter. They are normally available in sizes 

ranging from 1kVa up to around 7kVa. 

 

The primary difference between an inverter and a traditional 

builders’ generator is that the 240v AC output is created by an 

electronic “static inverter”. This effectively divorces the 

relationship between motor speed and alternator output. This 

means that the motor can now change speed without affecting 

the output frequency and voltage of the generator. 
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Because the power output quality is no longer locked to the 

speed of the motor, inverter generators can more readily 

provide stable power with dynamic loads. For this reason, their 

ratings are much more representative of what the generator is 

actually capable of powering. 

 

Traditional Generators and Dynamic Loads 

 

People have been trying to power sensitive electronics and 

audio equipment from builders’ generators for decades. Behind 

them, they generally leave a collection of blown fuses, cooked 
amplifiers and quiet gigs. And of course in accordance with 

Murphy’s law, everything would always work fine until the 

show actually went on… when the whole lot would then 

suddenly collapse in a heap during the finale, at the most 

inconvenient time. 

 

Why? 

 

To understand the problem, we need to take a closer look at 

what builders’ generators actually are. In effect they’re a four 

stroke, single cylinder petrol engine, direct coupled to a two 

pole, self exciting, lap wound single phase alternator. I know 

you non engineering types didn’t need to know that… but let’s 

soldier on! 

 

Lap wound, self excited alternators rely heavily on the load 

presented to the alternator in order to create the magnetism in 

the rotor needed to generate electricity at the output. There are 

no “slip rings” or separate “excitation circuit”, which is 

otherwise  used in larger machines to create the rotating magnet 

that generates the electricity. 

 

This means that the voltage regulation and AC waveform at the 
output of these small alternators can vary massively – 

especially if there is not enough “constant load” on the 

generator to ensure reliable excitation as the load changes. 

 

If that weren’t bad enough, these generators are also “powered” 

by a rather simple, four stroke, single cylinder engine which 

has to try and rotate at exactly 3000rpm in order to guarantee a 

50Hz AC output. Now once again.. this is fine if the generator 

is sitting there powering a static load, such as a set of tungsten 

floodlights on a building site, or the odd power saw which 

really doesn’t care what the frequency is anyway. 

 

But connect high power audio, stage lighting and sensitive 

electronics to these generators and things start to get very 

nasty! That’s because the ability of the generator to adjust its 

speed and output is way too slow for it to react to the very fast 

dynamic loads presented by this kind of equipment. 

 

This leads to very poor voltage and frequency regulation and in 

most cases – severe over voltage and under voltage. These last 

two, are the enemy of sensitive electronics. They can very 

quickly help let the smoke out of audio amplifiers and laptop / 

computer power supplies! Two things found in abundance on 
many parade floats. 

 

 

Let’s take a look here at what happens when we connect a 9 

amp, 240v load to a builders’ generator for a few seconds and 

then disconnect it again. When we first connect it, the generator 

speed suddenly drops under the heavy load. The voltage output 

and frequency naturally drop with it. 

 

Then, a second or so later, the speed regulator on the petrol 

engine notices the speed has dropped. It then opens the throttle 

on the carburettor, to let in more fuel and speed the motor back 

up to 3000rpm again, hopefully bringing the voltage and 

frequency back to something close to where it should be. 

 

But now, take a  look at what happens when we REMOVE the 
load again. The generator speed suddenly races higher, taking 

the voltage and frequency up with it. Once again, a second or 

so later, the engine begins to adjust to this change, reduce the 

fuel flow and bring the speed back down to something normal. 

 

It’s this brief over voltage which generally cooks most 

electronics attached to a builders’ generator and makes 

very funny things start to happen! 

 

There is yet another problem we must face with builders’ 

generators. This is the fact that we are using a FOUR STROKE 

engine to power it. Only ONE of these strokes actually creates 

power. The other three strokes take power BACK OUT of the 

engine as we expel the exhaust, suck in more fuel and air and 

then compress it ready for ignition in the next cycle. 

 

This basically means that under load, the speed of our generator 

cannot possibly be kept at exactly 3000rpm. Instead it rapidly 

alternates between two points closer to 2980and 3020rpm as 

the engine goes through its ignition cycle. This alternation 

presents itself at the terminals of the generator as “harmonic 

distortion” on the output. This can make lights appear to flicker 

rapidly and can make electronics do very weird things. It can 
also present itself as a nasty, loud noise in some audio 

equipment. 
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So.. what can we do about all this? 
 

Builder’s Generators; 

 

The traditional solution to successfully use builders’ generators on parade floats comes in two parts; 
 

1.) Upsize the generator. 

 

By choosing a larger generator than normally required to drive the load, we add a thing called “spinning reserve” to the 

generator. Because the larger unit is heavier, it contains more rotating steel. Everything is bigger. The piston and conrod, the 

flywheel.. and the alternator rotor itself. 

 

Our final figure (right) demonstrates what happens to a 

small generator when we present very dynamic loads 

to it (in this case Kylie Minogue’s “Better the devil 

you know”, surely a worthy parade float track). Here, 

we’re looking at a 2kVa builders’ genny, powering a 

1.8kW power amplifier (pretty typical of modern sizes) 

running in to some 4 ohm ‘double 15” and horn’ 

speakers. A load we would think (given the 

mathematics) that this generator should easily be able 

to handle, and definitely typical of a parade float. 
 

The poor little thing hasn’t a hope in hell of regulating 

its rotational speed or output under this load! So 

instead, it just joins in and dances with it. The speed 

goes up and down with the kick drum beat, as does the 

voltage and frequency. On top of this we have to 

superimpose the effects of our four stroke engine. To 

top it off.. we must also include the lousy regulation of 

the lap wound alternator as well. 

 

The electricity output of the generator then, begins to 

look very messy indeed. (I haven’t included a graph 

here..) Nothing like what we’d expect to see at the 

terminals of a power point on our wall at home, for 

which our audio equipment was originally designed. 
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However don’t be fooled. Most single phase package 

generators between 10kVa and about 40kVa still use self 

exciting, lap wound alternators. They will still need a dummy 

load in order to ensure good overall regulation. Typically a 

static dummy load of around 1~2kW will be enough to regulate 

a package generator. 

 

Three phase package generators of the 30~40kVa variety 

feature slip ring, separately excited four pole alternators which 

run at 1500rpm. These provide very good regulation, however 
it comes at a cost of their large size and weight, fuel 

requirements, high heat output and the need to balance load 

over the three phases. 

 

Heat dissipation is another often overlooked aspect of using 

package generators on floats. Many a generator has chosen the 

worst possible time to shut down due to overheat whilst 

seemingly working fine for hours beforehand. The liquid 

cooling systems used in most package generators add another 

level of complexity in maintaining these beasts. One that is 

often overlooked by owners and hire companies until it’s too 

late. 

 

An unloaded or very lightly loaded, large package generator 

that is left running for a long time can also suffer from a 

condition known as “cylinder glazing”. This can lead to 

overheat problems, even when the generator is sitting there 

doing practically nothing. 

 

Another issue to watch with package gennys is the fact that 

many are designed as static units.  They are not intended to 

operate while moving or on a slope. A unit working perfectly 

for hours during set up, can suddenly pack up and shut down 
when the float truck moves. This is because sensors to monitor 

fluid levels (such as oil and coolant) may not be located in 

positions where they measure the average level. 

 

As soon as the truck heads off up a hill, fluid levels in the sump 

or coolant chamber can flow to one edge, uncovering a sensor 

and fooling the generator management system in to thinking 

there is a fault. It then shuts the unit down. Of course as soon as 

you get it back into the hire shop the following week, on the 

level concrete floor and the owner turns the key, it starts and 

works perfectly.. making a total liar out of you! 

 

The practical upshot of all this is that nowadays it can make 

better sense to power a parade float using a couple of smaller 

“inverter” generators rather than a large package unit. These 

provide the same quality of supply as the larger one and yet 

come with the added security of there now being multiple 

sources of power (in the event that one dies, you still have the 

other one!). 

 

They are also a lot lighter and easier to handle. Indeed two 

modern 7kVa inverter units would happily provide plenty of 

power for a dynamic load where back in the 1990’s, a 30kVa 
package unit would have been specified to do the same job. 

 

 
(continued from Page 3) 

 

This means it’s “harder” for our dynamic load to “slow 

down” the generator due to the inherent kinetic energy 

stored in the rotating machinery. Likewise it takes longer 

to speed this steel back up too when load is suddenly 

removed. This reduces the chance of sudden over voltage. 

 

Typically a 100% oversize factor for small generators 

between 2kVa and 10kVa is used. This means that if you 

want to drive a 2.5kVa dynamic load, you need at least a 

5kVa builders’ genny. 

 

2,) Add a dummy load 

 
When upsizing a builders genny to improve regulation, 

it’s also vital to include a static dummy load. This is a 

simple, resistive load (such as a tungsten flood light) 

which stays connected all of the time to the generator 

whenever it is running. 

 

The static load ensures there is a minimum amount of 

current flowing through the alternator windings at all 

times. This in turn will ensure the self exciting alternator 

remains suitably “excited”. It works greatly towards 

getting a regulated output without dips or dangerous 

voltage spikes that may otherwise damage or destroy 

electronic equipment. 

 

Remember to always factor the dummy load in your load 

calculations. Often it can be a single light which is then 

used to illuminate the generator itself so you can see 

what’s going on with it. Remember it MUST be a 

traditional INCANDESCENT or TUNGSTEN light, 

not an LED or Flourescent one. A small fan heater can 

also be used (switched on low) for larger generators. 

 

Typical builders’ generator dummy loads; 
 

Generator Size  Recommended dummy Load Size 

 

2kVa ~ 4kVa    500w 

5kVa ~ 10kVa    1kW 

 

Package Generators 

 

Because package generators tend to be larger, they naturally 

provide good “spinning reserve” and thus better regulation. 

They also tend to have multiple cylinders, so four stroke 

“harmonic distortion” is somewhat eliminated. Use of a 

package generator instead of a builders’ one has been the 

traditional “1990’s” way to ensure a stable power supply on 

floats even when driving smaller loads. 
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Calculating Load Sizes 

 

One of the most confusing aspects of choosing generators is the 

need to match the size of the generator to the load. Now you 

can see why: because it really depends on the type of load you 

have and the type of generator driving it. 
 

There’s lots of ways you can calculate loads but for the layman, 

the easiest way is simply to add up the nameplate ratings of 

all your items, in AMPS. This gets around all the confusion 

associated with power factors, VA ratings and Watts. 

 

Nameplate ratings are exactly that. They’re usually printed on 

the back of whatever devices you’re looking at using on your 

float. Typically you only need to count lights, power amplifiers 

and (if you’re using one) a confetti cannon. Then you can just 

allow say, a further 4 amps for all the rest of the tiny stuff like 

fairy lights, computers, mixers, audio players, phone chargers 

etc. 

 

Once you’ve worked out your load, you can then match a 

generator to it. You do this simply by dividing the “VA” rating 

of the generator by 240. This will give you the total amp rating 

of the generator. 

 

For example, using a conventional builders’ generator on a 

float and to allow sufficient “spinning reserve” for good 

regulation, we would divide the generators’ rating by half, 

divide it again by 240, then add the current rating of your 
dummy load (typically 2A for around 500w). 

 

 

 

Inverter Generators 

 

These relatively modern entrants to the market can now be 

found on almost half of the floats operating in Mardi Gras.. 

and rightly so. What’s not to like? 

 

Inverter generators use a small, four pole three phase alternator 

similar to those found under the bonnet of your car. It creates 

AC at anything between 120Hz and 400Hz. This is then 

rectified in to DC, which is then “inverted” back into single 

phase, 50Hz sine wave AC again by an advanced, high 
frequency digital electronics package similar to those used for 

grid connect solar installations. 

 

They’re relatively cheap to hire and provide rock solid 240v 

power. Because motor speed and power output are no longer 

related, the motor can easily change speed according to the 

load presented to the generator, while still providing a 

regulated supply perfectly suited to driving dynamic loads 

such as high power audio and LED lighting without the need 

for dummy loads. 

 

They’re generally much quieter than builders’ generators, 

being fully enclosed and using special silenced mufflers. Even 

the larger ones don’t need a crane and are still light enough to 

be lifted on to the back of a truck by a few burly blokes. 

 

This market is undoubtedly led by Honda with their EU series, 

ranging from 1kVa to 7kVa. These ratings are conservative (to 

say the least). The 7kVa is more than capable of providing 30 

amps of perfectly clean, 240v single phase 50Hz power for 

extremely dynamic loads without even breaking into a sweat. 

Enough to provide for all but the very largest of truck mounted 

doof mobiles. On the smaller scale,  2kVa units are also 
perfect for a typical ute sized float. 

 

Two 7kVa units (one for audio, the other lighting) would be 

more than enough for any size Mardi Gras float (using all LED 

lighting and modern class D power amplifiers) and come with 

the added advantage that in the unlikely event that one died, all 

you have to do is swap some critical load to the other one and 

you’re back on the air. 

 

A relatively recent entrant to the market is the Aussie made 

Gentech EP120i. It’s a 12kVa inverter unit, the largest now on 

the market. While it’s a bit noisier than its Japanese cousins, 

the air cooled EP120i is likely to be sitting on the floor of just 

about any hire shop you walk in to. It can power just about any 

240v load you can throw at it that will also fit on the back of a 

float truck. It also comes with a 30 litre fuel tank – more than 

enough to get you through an entire Mardi Gras at full load 

end to end including setup. 

 

One important thing to note with inverter generators; 

Many come equipped with a “load sense” or “economy” 

switch. This system keeps the motor idling at a slower 

speed until the inverter senses a bigger load has been 
connected. For use in parade floats, this function should 

always be switched OFF, i.e. the motor left operating at 

normal speed regardless of the connected load. 

 

Above and Below : Typical “name plate ratings”. The above 
one is from a LED Par fitting and reads 0.5 Amps at 230 volts.  
The below one is from a high power audio amplifier and 
shows the rating as 4 amps at 240 volts. 
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The simple rule here is to once again divide the wattage by 240, 

giving you the number of amps that light will need. A 1000w 

flood light (1000/240) will take about 4 amps from the supply. 

And so on. 

 

If the light is being flashed on and off then it’s a dynamic load 

and needs to be counted as such. If it is to “remain on” all the 

time then it can be considered a static load and thus deducted 

from the full nameplate rating of the generator, even if it’s a 

builders’ genny. 

 
Ventilation and Tie Down 

 

This is a no brainer really.. your generator is going to create A 

LOT of heat and a LOT of exhaust. It needs to be entirely out 

in the open, with the exhaust pointing well away from 

anywhere on the float where people are expected to be. 

 

It needs to be securely strapped down to the vehicle so that it 

can’t move. Set pieces need to be kept well away, especially 

fabrics which can be drawn into the unit by air flow. 

 

And don’t forget to allow for refuelling. Many a time I have 

come across a float in distress only to find someone has 

strapped the generator to their vehicle with the fuel filler 

completely out of reach or covered by parts of the set. 

 

Noise Levels 

 

Obviously the noisier your generator, the louder your PA 

system needs to be to get over the racket. Thankfully nowadays 

even traditional builders’ gennys feature noise levels much 

lower than they did 20 or 30 years ago. All the same, this can 

influence your chosen position for your genny. Remember that 
the vibration is easily carried throughout the vehicle and can 

appear very loud in the cab where the driver sits. 

 

Ensure that the generator is supported only on its rubber feet (if 

it has any) and is not secured or pushed up against the edge of 

the vehicle. 

 

Starting your Generator 

 

NEVER start ANY generator under load. ALWAYS 

disconnect the load first, start the generator, then connect 

the load.  

 

Most modern inverter generators will do this job for you and 

won’t connect load until the voltage has stabilised first. 

However most older generators will not – and this is a sure fire 

way to destroy equipment. Best to just do it anyway. Every 

time. 

 

 

 

This paper prepared by Paul Matthews March 2018 

for PA Matthews Audio 
 

So from a 5kVa builders’ genny sitting on the hire shop floor, 

you’ll get (5000 / 2) / 240 - 2 = 8.42 Amps. This is the 

realistic dynamic load a 5kVa builders’ genny can reliably be 

expected to provide for without blowing stuff up. 

 

For an inverter genny though, you don’t need to worry about 

spinning reserve or regulation— because you already know 

these will be rock solid. Therefore for inverters you can take 

the full name plate rating of the generator as being the amount 

of power it can provide. 

 
The Honda EU70i has a nameplate of 7kVa, so you get 

(7000/240) = 29.1 Amps. Because it’s an inverter genny, ALL 

of that is available to drive dynamic loads without the need to 

connect a dummy load. Just remember that this will have to be 

equally spread over several outlets, since each outlet on the 

genny typically can only provide 15 Amps. 

 

Parallel operation of inverter generators 

 

Many inverter generators have a “parallel operation” feature 

which permits two inverter generators to be synchronised 

together using a special cable provided by the manufacturer. 

This in effect creates a single supply using two units, meaning 

that say, 2 x 7kVa units can be slaved together to create a 

single, 14kVa power source. In the event that one fails the 

other remains generating power. 

 

 

Tungsten (incandescent) lighting loads 

 

These are becoming less common now that LED lighting has 

taken over. However some floats still use incandescent lighting 

in the form of festoon lights or conventional floodlighting, 

depending on what’s available from Grandpa Joe’s shed, the 

local school hall or wherever you’ve “borrowed” your gear 

from! 
 


